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The Guran 

By V. MINORSKY 

THE vague and indiscriminate use of the term Kurd goes back to early 
times. According to Hamza Isfahani (circa 350/961), ed. Berlin, 151, 

"The Persians used to call Daylamites 'the Kurds of Tabaristn ', as they 
used to call Arabs 'the Kurds of Sfuristan', i.e. of 'Iraq." Other Arab and 
Persian authors of the tenth century A.D. mean by Kurds any Iranian nomads 
of Western Persia, such as the tent-dwellers of Fars. 

The famous historian of the Kurdish nation Sharaf Khan states in his 
Annals, p. 13, that there are four divisions of Kurds: Kurmanj, Lur, Kalhur, 
and Gfiurn. This enumeration gives a clear idea of the main groups of the 
Iranian mountaineers, but only the Kurmanj, and possibly the Kalhur,1 
come under the heading Kurd, whereas the Lur and the Gfiran stand apart, 
both for linguistic and ethnological reasons.2 

Our knowledge of the anthropology of Persia is still inadequate, but what 
we know of the ancient history of the north-western, western, and south- 
western part of Persia suggests great differences in the ethnical background of 
single regions. Meanwhile, linguistically we know full well that the Lurish 
dialects, closely connected with those of Fars, are very distinct from the 
Kurdish group proper, including the Lakki-Kurdish of the tribes interspersed 
among the population of Northern Luristan. 

In the indiscriminate mass of " Kurds" we begin to distinguish further 
traces of populations which may have lived long under Kurdish leaders and 
in the closest contact with Kurds, but which belong to some other strata and 
waves of migration. The process of formation of the Kurdish tribes themselves 
is very intricate. Already Rich, speaking of Shahrazir, distinguished between 
the warriors and the peasants whom he regarded as the race subjugated by 
the warriors (vide infra, p. 84). We know now that the leaders of the Kurdish 
tribes were of varied origin,3 and it is quite possible that some subject popula- 
tions have been Kurdicized at a comparatively recent date. 

Outside the circle of a few professional scholars, it is still a very little known 
fact that on the south-eastern and southern edge of the Kurdish territory 
there exists a considerable area occupied by a people of a different origin and 
whose speech is Iranian but non-Kurdish. For simplicity's sake this population 
can be called Giran. Strictly speaking, this name belongs to the principal 
tribe which occupies the mountains north of the high road Baghdad-Kerman- 
shah, nearly down to the River Sirwan (Diyala) in the north. North of the 
Sirwan the non-Kurdish area is prolonged by the highlands of Awrmann: 

1 Sharaf-khan apparently groups under Kalhur all the south-eastern Kurds of Kermanshah 
(and Senne ?). We have, however, to mind the distinction between the tribes and their rulers 

2 See Minorsky, 
" Lur," in EI. 

3 See Minorsky, " Kurds," in El. 
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V. MINORSKY- 

Awraman-i luhfn to the west of the lofty range, and Awraman-i takht to the 
east of it. Apart from these two main groups, Gurani is spoken in two isolated 
enclaves: that of Pawa, in the valley of a small southern affluent of the Sirwan, 
and that of Kandula, at the sources of the Baniyan river, which joins the 
Gamasiab almost opposite the ruins of the ancient town of Dinavar. A similar 
dialect is spoken by the Bajilan living immediately north of Mosol in the 
basin of the Khosar 1; the same tribe is also found in Zohab and Northern 
Luristan. Still farther west, the so-called " Zaza " (properly Diml) occupy 
a very extensive area stretching between the headwaters of the Tigris and the 

south-westerly bend of the Euphrates, as well as between Mush and Erzinjan, 
including the whole of Dersim. 

This is the present distribution of the cognate populations 2; but, no doubt, 
originally they covered a much larger territory. Their instinct, at least at 

present, is agricultural. In the gorges of Awraman (near Tawele and Beyare) 
one cannot help admiring the extraordinary skill with which the villagers 
build up and utilize small terraces of land for gardening and general crops. 
As a test of intelligence, I can quote the example of the katkhuda of Zarda, 
near Baba Yadegar, who had never seen a map, yet no sooner was he shown 
the position of his village than he immediately discovered what the other 

points in the neighbourhood stood for. I hope to have proved in my previous 
writings on the Ahl-i Haqq 3 that this religion in its final form was born in the 
Guiran-Awraman area. No less remarkable are the achievements of the Gfiran 
in the field of literature, for they developed a KOLVr which as a means of poetical 
expression was cultivated even by the neighbours of the Girans: it flourished 
at the court of the Kurdish valis of Ardalan (Senne), and it has recently been 
used for Christian propaganda. 

From the earliest days of my Oriental studies the Gurani dialect appealed 
to my imagination as a key to the mysteries of the Ahl-i H.aqq religion. For 

many years I entertained affectionate relations with the adepts, who bestowed 
on me much confidence and kindness. In 1914 I visited the heart of the 
beautiful Gfuran country, where the sanctuaries of the Ahl-i Haqq lie hidden 
among wooded gorges and gay streams gushing from the flanks of the 
Central Zagros. 

I read a preliminary paper on the Guran at the Centenary convention 
organized by the Societe Asiatique in 1922. In 1927 I summed up my materials 
in a lengthy essay which has remained unpublished; for in the meantime 
Marquart treated some of the problems concerning the Zaza, and Dr. Hadank 
edited in 1930 the Gurani texts collected by my late friend O. Mann, and 
added to them an Introduction in which he put together the facts culled from 

1 Locally known as Baj6orn. They are apparently Ahl-i Haqq. Father Anastase, al-Mashriq, 
1902, pp. 577-582, calls them " Allahi" and describes some of their customs. The valley of 
Khosar is a centre of heterodoxy: see Minorsky, " Shabak," in EI. 

2 See now Mann-Hadank, Mundarten der Glurdn, 1930, pp. 17-43, and Mundarten der Zdzd, 
1932, pp. 6-7, and the accompanying maps of Hadank. 

3 Summed up in the Supplement to El. 
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THE GURAN 

a good many authors. Thereby my task is reduced and simplified, and in what 
follows I propose to examine only a limited number of fresh points:- 

(1) The name of the Gfiran; (2) their origins; (3) the written literature 
in common Gfirani, as distinct from the popular stories collected by M. A. 
Benedictsen and 0. Mann; (4) as an Annex I give the text and translation of 
the Elegy of Ahmad Khan Komasi, which enjoys great popularity among the 
Gfiran and Kurds. 

1. THE VARIOUS USES OF THE TERMS GORAiN/GURAN 

The Gfran appear on the historical stage about 1,000 years ago, and the 
first traces of the name sounding *Guran may go back still another millennium. 
As is usual with such old ethnical names, we have to reckon with numerous 

complications, and it will be helpful to refer to them before we pass on to the 
historical survey of the sources. 

(a) It is a matter of considerable importance to establish the present-day 
pronunciation: Gordn or Giran ? The tribesmen forming the federation 
of clans in the region Kerend-Zohab call themselves Gutran, but the dis- 

appearance of the earlier o in Giirani 1 can be a later phenomenon, as in Persian. 
Even in Kurdish, which is more conservative, one finds mostly the pronunciation 
Girdn.2 But the form Gordn is also attested.3 0. Mann quotes an interesting 
story of a peasants' riot in the region of Marga against two Kurdish chiefs who 

raped their women. The revolt was led by one Haydar Goran. Mann's explana- 
tion that Gordn in this case is only a family name (which in the Mukri country 
has the meaning of "highwayman ") is insufficient.4 The story definitely 
refers to a social conflict, and gordn apparently means " a peasant, a man of 
non-tribal origin ".5 A text from Zakho published by Socin has: 

"I was not a Jew, nor a Muslim, 
Nor a Christian (fallah), nor a Goran." 6 

1 In the texts dictated to me by the Salar of the Guran I find ku < koh; ruz < r6z; duisxah 
< ddst-xwahz. The diphthong au sounds ou, and the number of such cases is increased by the 
frequent spirantization of b: souz < sabz; ayou < adab, but this diphthong sounds differently 
from the long 5. On the other hand, in the elegy of Ahmad Khan K6masi, as dictated by 
Dr. Sa'id Khan, the majhals e and 6 are preserved. 

2 According to Jaba, Recits kurdes, 1860, p. 3, 100 families of " Guran" were living in 
Bayazid and its neighbourhood. See also the maps of Haussknecht: Kala-i gurdn in Awraman-i 
luhun; Gurdn-kala, north of Jawanrid. A Gurdn-gd(h) exists on the territory of the Mamash 
branch of Bilbas; a Girdn-dwd in Bradost, west of Urmiya. Chirikov, lxix, mentions a Guran- 
dasht in Bohtan. 

3 The typical Mukri Kurdish correspondence of 6 is ie: k6h > k'ue; g6z > g'iiuz. 
4 Die Mundart der Mukri-Kurden, text, p. 253, translation, p. 396. In 1934 I met in 

Sul6eman a teacher called " G6orn ". He was from the neighbouring district of Qaradagh 
and spoke the Mukri dialect of Kurdish. He said that some Gurani was spoken only near 
Alabche (in Shahrazfr, west of Awraman). 

5 However, in this sense, too, Rich, i, 152, as informed by a Kurd of Sul6emni, gives Guran; 
cf. also Jaba-Justi, Dict. kurde, p. 368: giurn " peuple k demeure fixe, les Kurdes agricoles ". 

6 Socin, Kurd. Sammlungen, text, p. 174; transl., p. 197: the story of Jesus and a skull is 
of literary origin (Farid al-Din 'Attar gave a version of it: see Zhukovsky, Jumjuma-wama, in 
Zap., vii, 1892, 63-72. 
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V. MINORSKY- 

The latter term certainly refers to a fire-worshipper with a special derivation 
gabrdn > gordn. At another place (text, p. 265, transl. p. 265) the Goran are 
mentioned among the soldiers of a Muhammad 'Ali Pasha of Baghdad operating 
in Sinjar, the reference to the Zohab tribe being likely.' In these two cases 
we are in the presence of a confusion of meaning and etymology. 

(b) It is very likely that this confusion of the forms in 6 and i is accounted 
for by the existence of two different but closely resembling words: gabr-dn 
" Zoroastrians, subjects " > gaurdn > gordn, and the tribal name *Gdubdrakan 
> Gdurakdn > *Gorakdn > Grrn > Girdn.-At some later stage of their 

development both words must have sounded gordn (finally becoming, or tending 
to become giurn). That the tribal name Gfurn must have passed through the 

stage Goran is proved by its pronunciation in Turkish G'6ran 2 (as applied to 
the Ahl-i Haqq religion professed by the Gfiran), for Turkish is very conservative 
in indicating the old o.3 

(c) Very definite is the extensive use of the term Gtrdn to describe the 
social category of peasants. Already C1. Rich wrote: " The Bulbassi (i.e. the 
Bilbas tribe) have among them a people of dependents or peasants who have 
no voice in their affairs and are considered as a very inferior caste. These people 
are found scattered all over Koordistan and are of no tribe or clan. The 
tribesmen call them kelow-spee or White Caps and also Gooran. The latter 
name, which is the proper denomination of the people of Sinna, is applied 
by the clansmen as a term of reproach, and especially to timorous people. 
May not these be the aboriginal inhabitants of these countries who had been 

conquered by the fierce tribes of the mountains ? These are some wandering 
tribes under the government of Sinna, but all the settled population are 
Goorans." 4 In his 1844 memorandum Sir H. Rawlinson affirms that the Kalhur, 
having lost Darna and Dartang " assumed for themselves the peculiar designa- 
tion of Gooran, which had been previously applied to the Kurdish peasantry, 
as distinguished from the clans ". The use of an ethnical name to designate 
a social category and vice versa 5 is of course possible, but the Gfran are 
mentioned as a warlike tribe already in the tenth century and it is very doubtful 
that all the peasant population in Kurdistan surnamed Gordn/Giirdn has any 
direct relation to the Guiran tribe. It is quite possible that this denomination 

(under the form Gordn) dates from the time of Islamic conquest when the 

subject races were Zoroastrian gabr-dn > gordn.6 

1 On the other hand, Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie, 1780, ii, 315, quotes among the tribes of 
Sinjar al-Kdbdriya, strangely reminding one of the older form of the name Gurdn (< *gdbdra-kdn). 

2 Cf. Qutb-ndme, v. 43: Babd Khossn fdrsi dedi, Sultan Sohdk g'oranini. A group of places 
near Ganja is called after the G'oran. Cf. also the title of an article by H. Adjarian, " Gyorans 
(sic) and Tumaris ": see Rev. Hist. Rel., January, 1928. 

3 Kor > mod. Pers. kur, but in Turkish kor " blind ". 
4 A residence in Koordistan, i, 152, cf. i, 88-9. 
5 E.g. Kurd " a nomad ", and in Georgian " a robber ". Vice versa the Armenians are called 

in Kurdish fele, Jaba-Justi, 294 (< fallda, Prym-Socin, p. 64). 
6 The etymology of gabr is still doubtful. 
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THE GURAN 

2. HISTORICAL REFERENCES TO THE GJURAN 

We shall now analyse in chronological order the passages containing mentions 
of the Guran as a tribe, to be followed by conclusions based on these texts. 

From classical antiquity we have a curious passage in Strabo. The 
author develops a theory on the origin of the Armenians and incidentally 
refers to certain Thracian Saraparse, " that is, Decapitators," who " took up 
their abode beyond Armenia near the Guranii (Gouranii) and Medes ".1 As 
these head-hunters 2 could not have been a very important tribe, the Guranii 
and Medes lived apparently in close neighbourhood. Already K. Miiller suggested 
an important emendation of 9paKov into *ZepaKwv.3 This correction opens 
new horizons, for the Siraci (*Sirak, Shirak) are a well-known Scythian people4 
whose original territory lay in the neighbourhood of the Mweotis. They are 
usually mentioned together with the Aorsi.5 Colonies of *Shirak are known in 
many places: 

(a) A territory 2LpaKrqv-r lay in Hyrcania on the Ochus (Tejen); Kretschmer 
connects with it the name of the present day Sarakhs (?). 

(b) Another ZLpaKrTj, coupled with 2aKaraorv7 , is said by Ptolemy, v, 12, 4, 
to extend along the Paryadres range [Pontic Alps ?], between the Rivers 
Cyrus (Kur) and Araxes. The passage looks out of order. As Sakasene (Arm. 
and Arab. Shakashen) lay in the region of the present-day Ganja,6 Sirakene 
must be looked for in the same direction, and in fact even now the " Shirak 
steppe" is shown on Russian maps to the north of Ganja (east of Kakhetia 
and south of the Alazan). 

(c) Another *Sirakene, confused by Ptolemy with (b), corresponds to the 
Armenian district Shirak (Baladhuri, 193: Tayr-Sirdj) on the Akhurian 
(now Arpa-chay). The position of this important territory, which included 
the capital Ani, meets Ptolemy's reference to the Rivers Kur and Araxes. 

(d) A southern march of the Armenian kingdom was called Nor-Shirakan 
(" New Shirakan "): Hiibschmann, op. cit., 319. Some districts of the region 
of Arbela (Erbil) were under its ruler (bdeasx), and in his posthumous Siidar- 
menien, 1930, p. *59, Marquart resolutely identifies Nor-Shirakan with Adiabene, 
i.e. the plains of Assyria (Nineveh, Arbela). The name Nor-Shirakan is recorded 
in Armenian sources as early as the fourth century A.D., and the term " new " 
does not necessarily suggest that it had been in existence only for a short period.7 

1 xi, 14, 14: Poaal of Kal OpaKCuv rwtvs rovs' 7rpoaayopevo/iEvovs zaparrapar, otov KecaAoTo-'LovS, 
OLK7aauat VTETp rT7j 'Ap)uevLasg 7rA7acov rovpavlwv Kat Mijo8v. 

2 See on them a short notice by Weissbach in Pauli-Wissowa, vii, col. 1945. 
3 See Marquart, " Woher stammt der Name Kaukasus," in Caucasica, Fasc. i, 1 Theil, 1930, 

62, quoting many passages: Diod., xx, 22, 4; Strabo, xi, 2, 1; 5, 4; 5, 7-8; 14, 14; Pliny, 
iv, 83, etc., in which the name Seraci, Siraci is attested, or should be restored. I failed to find 
the correction in Muller's edition, Marquart's quotation (p. 917a) being wrong. 

4 Miiller's correction is the more convincing because Strabo describes the Saraparae as 
ireptaKvO6LTarS' 

" scalpers ", and this was a Scythian custom. 
5 See Kretschmer in Pauly-Wissowa, ii, 5, 1927. The Siraci should be distinguished from 

the Silices (Sidices) connected with Sidakan (between Ushnu and Rawanduz): see Marquart, 
Suidarmenien, Index. 

6 Hiibschmann, Die altarm. Ortsnamen, p. 352. 
7 Rawlinson identified Ptolemy's ZtpayavcZv KWcIr) with Sirgan, west of Ushnfu, but this place, 

even if it owed its name to the *Shirak, did not necessarily depend on Nor-Shirakan. 
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V. MINORSKY- 

Of all these localities it would be most tempting to apply Strabo's restored 
passage concerning the *Shirak living near the Guranii and Medes, to Nor- 
Shirakan, which lay in the direction of the present territory of the Guran. 

Two further names seem to be connected with the ancient Guranii. One 
of the sons of Khusrau II, whom his brother Sheroe killed in A.D. 628, was called 
Kurdn (*Gurdn)-shdh.l The name is formed on the pattern of such territorial 
titles of governors, as Sakan-shah (Bahram iii and Hormizd iii), Kirman-shah 
(Bahram iv), etc. The same ethnical element appears in the feminine name 
Guran-dukht (cf. Turan-dukht), which is attested only in Georgia (since the 

eighth century).2 The first vowel both in Fovpadvot and Guran-dukht is 

apparently u, although the Greek rendering of the Iranian 5 and ai is not 

quite consistent.3 [See Addition on p. 103.] 
In spite of these new facts there is still some difficulty about the bridging 

of the ancient Guranii with the later Guran (< *Gadbrakdn). 
The position grows much clearer under the Muslims. The oldest Arab 

geographer (end of the ninth century), Ibn Khurdadhbih, 14, quotes a list of 
the districts of the Mesopotamian Sawdd, which without any doubt goes back 
to Sasanian times. " The district (kura), Ostan Shadh Fayrfz, which is 
Hulwan: the revenue of Hulwan together with the Jabar.qa and the Kurds 
is 4,800,000 dirhams." The ancient town of Hulwan lay near the present-day 
Sar-pol-e Zohab. The river of Hulwan is the Alvand, which comes out from 

Dartang, drains the region of the Gurans and joins the Diyala near Khaniqin.4 
In another passage, p. 4, I. Khurdadhbih explains that the kura in question 
consists of five subdivisions (tassij): Fayruiz-Qobadh, al-Jabal, Tamarra, 
Irbil, and Khaniqin. The latter is the well known place on the highway 
Baghdad-Kermanshah. Irbil is definitely a mistake, for the ancient Arbela 
lies too far from Hulwan and outside the Sawdd.5 In the parallel passage of 

Qudama, 235, the name is spelt 31I which I should restore as ,_az Dartang, 
or perhaps *Darnak, to suit the present day Darna, which lies to the east of 
Dalahuf and forms one of the basic parts of Zohab. Tdmarrd is the older name 
of the Diyala; the tass-j probably comprised only the eastern bank of the 
river, for " between the Tigris and the Tamarra " lay other ostans. The third 
name is vocalized in the text al-Jabal, but a variant is dotless. I feel confident 
that one should read *al-JTl, with reference to the district of GTlln, in the 
valley of a left affluent of the Alvand.6 Fayruz-Qobadh is most probably the 

1 Justi, Iran. Namenbuch, p. 121, after Hamza, 61 (Berlin ed., 42); repeated in MIujmal 
al-tawarzkh, ed. Tehran, 1939, p. 37. 

2 Justi, op. cit., 121, arbitrarily explains it as Bahram-dukht. 
3 Po4dvrj < Raoxsna (Ctesias); n7epprs < Peroz; rFatulprs < GaociOra. The Greeks 

rather abuse the timbre o: ZaBoSp < gapuhr, idpur. 
4 There is no doubt that Alvand is but a Persian popular etymology of the ancient H.ulwan. 

The Kurds call the river Halawan. 
5 Ibid., 41, even Shahraziir is referred to separately from Hulwan; ibid., 94, al-Tirhan 

and Daqfiq are under the dependencies of Mausil, which is described outside the Sawad. 
6 Also vide infra the quotation from the Nuzhat al-qulub. 
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upper (eastern) part of Hulwan near Sarpol. Roughly speaking the ostan 
of Hulwan comprised the later area of Zohab. Of the two special classes of 
local population, the Kurds and the Jabar.qa (var. Kabar.ka, *Gabar.ka), 
I am strongly tempted to take the latter for the ancestors of the Gfran. 

The same name occurs also in I. Faqih, 245, who, among the marvels of 
Hamadan, describes the salt lake (mamliha) of Farahan (still existing to the 
north of Sultanabad), adding that " Kurds and *Jabaraq export the salt to 
every destination in Media (ild jamT' bulddn al-Jabal) ". This indication would 
suggest that there was a settlement of the same class in Central Persia, a 
considerable distance east of the region of Zagros. 

De Goeje clearly saw that the term is connected with Persian o.jl 
> ojl which he translated as "a herd", and freely interpreted as 
"herdsmen" (" pasteurs "), whereas the true translation of gdubdra should 
be " ox-rider, or bull-rider ". Whether the term is to be explained literally 
or connected with a personal name, we shall see that its association with 
the southern shores of the Caspian is very probable. 

The name also occurs in Mas'fudi's catalogue of Kurdish tribes of Media 
(al-Jibal), Muruj, iii, 253: "Shadanjan, Lazba (Luri ?), Madanjan, 
Mazdanakan, Barisan, Khali (*Jalali < Galali), Jabar.qi, Jawani, Mastakan." 
This list is slightly completed in Mas'udi's Tanbih, 88-91: " Baz.njan, Shuhjan, 
Shad.njan, N.saw.ra, Biidhikan (*Barzikan ?), Luri, Jwr.qan, Jawani, Barisi, 
Jalali, Mashtakan, Jabar.qa, Jurughan, Kikan, Majurdan, Hadhbani, etc." 
It is certain that the names Jdbdr.q; (list i) and Jwrqdn (list ii), both followed 
by Jawani, refer to the same tribe. Jwrq-an (*Jawaraq-an) differs only by the 
reduction of the lengths and the spirantization of the intervocalic b. Mastakan/ 
Mashtak&n closes the original list, and it is most likely that Jabar.qa of the 
Tanbih is only an explanatory gloss incorporated in the new text. The same 
may be true of the additional Jurighan (for *Juraghdn, *Jawaraghjn). It is 
noteworthy that the name interesting us is coupled with JdwdnT, which 
apparently refers to the Jaf, who even now live in the closest touch with the 
Gfran. The earlier form of their name appears in that of one of their districts, 
Jawdn-rud (< Jdwan-rid, influenced by the Persian word javdn "young "). 
*Jalali also corresponds to the tribe Galali still living in the same neighbourhood. 
Thus our original assumption concerning the older form of the name Giuran 
gains weight in the light of Mas'udi's passage. 

The middle of the tenth century is a period of Iranian Renaissance. Under 
the shadow of the Iranian (Daylamite) dynasty of Buyids small Iranian rulers 
appear in Azarbayjan, Kurdistan, etc. 

Towards 348/959 Hasanoya b. Hasan, chief of the Barzikan Kurds, founded 
an important principality in the region of Zagros. Still more remarkable was 
the long reign of his son and successor Badr (360-405/979-1014), who is very 
favourably judged by the historians1: he re-educated his tribe, protected the 

1 Tajdrib al-umam: [Abf-Shuja'], 287-299, 327, [Ibn-Mubassin], 429, 449-454, 'Utbi, 
ed. Lahore, 285 (Pers. trans., 384). 
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V. MINORSKY- 

peasants, and equitably assessed the taxes. His possessions extended from 
Northern Luristan (Sabur-khwist) and even the approaches of Khuzistan, 
IA., ix, 172, to Shahrazur, IA., ix, 173. Under Badr, the Jwrqan (*Jauraqan) 
are often mentioned. In 405/1014 Badr marched against the Kurdish chief 

Husayn b. Mas'ud and laid siege to his castle .~> .. The hardships of a winter 

campaign provoked discontent among his men, and he was killed by " one of 
their division called Juraqan ". Husayn sent his body to be buried at Mashhad 
'Ali (Kuifa), which would indicate some Shi'a leanings' on the part of Badr. 
The Jiraqan fled to the Bfuyid Shams al-Daula, but possibly only the guilty 
part of the tribe is meant in this case. Under 417/1026 the Kakoyid 'Ala 
al-daula appointed a cousin of his over Sabufr-khwast with the addition of the 
Jfraqan. More directly the latter were placed under a special chief Abul- 
Faraj Babuini, who was related to them. This led to further conflicts and 
struggles, IA., ix, 247. Sabur-khwast (i.e. the present-day Khurram-abad) 
lies so far from the Zagros range that we have to assume that Babuni's Juraqan 
were established somewhere nearer to Luristan. In fact, under 418/1027 
Ibn al-Athlr, ix, 251,hints at a collaboration between the Kakoyid 'Ala al-Daula 
and a part of Juraqan in the battle fought near Nihavand, and, under 423/1032, 
ibid., ix, 289, at the presence of Jfiraqan near Sabur-khwast. 

When in 437/1046 Ibrahim Yinnal sent by Tughril took Hamadan, the 
master of this city, Karshasf b. 'Ala al-Daula, fled to the Juraqan. Yinnal 
set out for al-Saymara, lying in North-Western Luristan on the upper Karkha, 
and attacked "the Kurds established in the neighbourhood and belonging 
(min) to the Jfraqan ". The latter with Karshasf fled to the country of Shihab 
al-Daula Abul Fawaris Mansur b. Husayn, who apparently was the ruler of 
*Huwayza (not al-Jazdra) in Khuzistan; cf. IA., ix, 448. The flight must have 
been down the Karkha valley. 

All these references show that in the first part of the eleventh century at 
least a part of the Juraqan was occupying some territory on the northern 
approaches of Luristan. They may have been connected with the Jabaraq 
referred to by I. Faqih (vide supra), or, possibly, with the part of the tribe 
guilty of the murder of Badr (vide supra). 

The events recorded in I. Athir are also described in the Mujmal al-tavdrikh 
(520/1126), whose anonympus author was a native of Asad-abad (west of 
Hamadan) and was well acquainted with the area in question.' He uses the 
same source as Ibn al-Athir,2 but gives some interesting parallels. For I. Athir's 

bj.j- *Jawraqan,3 the author substitutes ij irTGurdndn throughout, and 
thus confirms our original surmise. Secondly, the Mujmal preserves some 
details omitted in I. Athir. It explains how in the course of his struggle with 
his son Hilel (Hil5l) Badr fought against his own tribe the Barzikanan (Barzikan). 

1 The Mujmal has been carefully edited by Bahar, Tehran, 621/1939. 
2 Kitab-i TIji of Sabi. 
8 Plurals n -akdn still prevail in Giirani dialects: Mann-Hadank, Mundarten der Gurdn, 

105, 378. 
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Then he elevated (bar kashid) the Guranan, so that nobody stood closer to 
Badr than they. Nevertheless they conspired and killed him in 405/1014 
while he was besieging Khushin (sic) b. Mas'ud in his fortress a Jfon the 
banks of the Safid-rud. It looks improbable that Badr could have extended 
his operations to the basin of the Safid-rud flowing into the Caspian Sea, and 
I strongly suspect that this name stands in the Mujmal for jj)jly (misread: 
zj_ ), i.e. the middle course of the Diyala which separates Zohab (in the 

south) from Awraman (in the north). ~-~y(I.A. A.%, Sharafndma a-. ) 
cannot be identified, but if Safid-rud = Sirwan it is likely that the fortress 
in question was *.fKisaj and stood near the present-day village Kisaj-i 
Hajij in Awraman-i takht.1 In this case the Guran who accompanied Badr 
were operating across the river in the immediate neighbourhood of their 

present territory. 
One detail in the Mujmal merits our attention. The Gfran are said to have 

killed Badr by throwing their javelins (ziip7n), this weapon being particularly 
connected with the Caspian provinces and the Daylamites. 

In Yaqit's geographical dictionary (623/1225) the Jawraqan (misspelt 
Jiizaqdn, as often in Ibn al-Athir) are definitely referred to Hulwan, ii, 151. 

Hamdullah Qazvini, Nuzhat al-qulub (740/1340), p. 165, in describing the 
highway from Kermanshah to Hulwan (via Kerend and the famous pass of 
Taq-i girra) adds: " but by Gil-u-Gilan the road, (although) 1 farsakh longer, 
is easier." In another passage, p. 220, the author explains that the River 
Nahravan, i.e. Diyala, consists of two branches. One of them (i.e. Sirvan or 
Diyala proper) comes from " the side of Sirvan ", whereas the other (i.e. the 
Hulwan, Halawan, Alvand) "rises from the region (hudiid) of Gil-u-Gilan 
and the pass of Taq-i girra; it rises from a great spring sufficient to turn some 
ten water-mills and passes Hulwan, Qasr-i Shirin, and Khaniqin ". There is 
no doubt that Qazvini has in view the river rising from the gorge above Rijab 
(Dartang). In fact, along it passed the well-known variant of the main road.2 
Thus the characteristic name *Gil-u-Gilan in Hamdullah's text refers to the 
heart of the Giran territory and not to the valley of Gilan joining the Alvand 
much lower down. With this reservation the term used by Qazvini is note- 
worthy. 

Towards 744/1343 the Egyptian scholar Shihab al-Din al-'Omari compiled 
a valuable table of Kurdish tribes according to the contemporary sources. 
He begins his description with the Gfurans: " Dans les montagnes de Hamadan 
et de Schehrzur on trouve une nation de Curdes appeles Kouranis (al-Kairiniya), 

1 There is a famous sanctuary in the village. In Awraman I was told that Kuisaj does not 
stand for Persian " beardless " (kosaj, kosa). I think the name is connected with the tribe K6sa, 
which was formerly in occupation of Shahraziir. Its remnants live now among the Zaza. 

2 Evliya-chelebi, iv, 377; A. Pin9on in Sir D. Ross, Sir Anthony Sherley, p. 148; Sir H. 
Rawlinson, JRGS., 1839, p. 33; Chirikov, Putevoy zhurnal, 1849-1852, St. Petersburg, 1875, 
301-5: Kerend-Bivanij-Rijab; description of the source of the Alvand which lies in the Rijab. 
gorge but closely north of Taq-i girra (in its " region "). 
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qui sont puissants, belliqueux et se composent de soldats et d'agriculteurs 
(jund-wa-ra'iya). Ils habitent un lieu appele Raoust alemir Mohammad 

(Rdwst al-amir Muhammad) et un autre nomme Derteng (Dartang). Ils ont 
a leur tete l'emir Mohammad. Leur nombre s'eleve a plus de 5,000 hommes-et 
il ne regne entre eux aucune semence de division et de discorde." 1 

Dartang is the integral part of Zohab and as such is mentioned in the 
Turco-Persian treaty of 1639.2 Thus for the middle of the fourteenth century 
we get a confirmation of the presence of the Gfuran in their present country; 
but they must have lived there for centuries before that date. The other 
centre of the Giran, usually coupled with Dartang, is Darna (*Darnak) 3 
which lies on the eastern side of Dalahu in the Zimkan valley.4 This name 
cannot be detected in Rdwst. The latter remains a puzzle, but it is possible 
that it refers to the habitat of the more easterly branch of the Gfran.5 

According to Shihab al-DIn the Gfran consisted of warriors and peasants. 
The usual reason for such division is the subjugation of one tribe by another, 
and, should this surmise be true, the Giiran may have found on the spot some 
earlier population, although we can imagine other causes of the social stratifica- 
tion of the tribes. 

Considerable changes took place in Kurdistan in the thirteenth century. 
The Mongol invaders were mercilessly exterminating the Iranian mountaineers. 

According to Shihab al-Din, after the sack of Baghdad (A.D. 1258), the Kurds of 
Shahrazfir belonging to the tribes -ek1 (*Kosa) and * rUL (?) emigrated to 

Syria and Egypt, and their place was taken " par une autre nation 4, - 

dont les membres ne sont point de veritables Kurdes ". Quatremere restores 
this latter name as 4 ,;-, and in this case it would be tempting to connect it 
with the name of the Hasanoya dynasty. As the Guran were among the 

gupporters of Badr, it is possible to imagine that they were designated after 
the founder of the dynasty.6 At all events, the detail about the expansion of 
a non-Kurdish population is too precise to have been invented, and apart from 
the Giiran group of tribes we cannot imagine any other substitute for the 
Kurds available on the spot. 

In spite of the importance which Sharaf Khan attaches to the Guiran in 
the Introduction to his History of the Kurds (1005/1596), in the text of his 
book he refers to them only occasionally and with some confusion. At his 
time the majority of the Gfiran lived under the leadership of the Kalhur and 

1 Translated by Quatremere, Notices et Extraits, 1838, xiii/1, pp. 506-7. Towards A.D. 1258 

Dartang was ruled on behalf of the caliph by a Hisam al-Din 'Akka, to whom Hulagu restored 
Qal'a Mwh (?) and Rwda (*Daudan ?). See Rashid al-Din, ed. Quatremere, p. 255. 

2 Its centre Rijab > Rizhaw is situated at the western end of the defile through which the 
Alvand debouches into the Zohab plain. 

3 See our interpretation of I. Khurd&dhbih, 14, v.s. p. 80. 
4Possibly Samghin of Baladhuri. 
5 Perhaps: *Daudan, a village behind Dalahii. 
6 It is quite possible that Hasan6ya's tribe Barzikan were of an origin similar to that of the 

Gufran. 
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the Ardalan, and this led to the usual confusion of dynasties and tribes. Sharaf 
Khan's intention was apparently to group under Kalhur 1 all the southern 
(non-Kurmanj) Kurds of Kermanshah (and possibly Senne), but on p. 317 
he states that " the 'ashirat of the Kalhur is called Giiran ". He also admits, 
p. 83, that the ancestor of the Ardalan had long lived among the Giiran, before, 
towards the end of the Chengizid rule in Persia, he became the lord of Shahrazur. 
On p. 296 Sharaf Khan admits that the rulers of the Bradost were from the 
Guiran tribe, or rather from the children of Hilal b. Badr. Speaking of the 
"Persian " Kurds (Siyah-Mansufr, Chigani, and Zangana) Sharaf Khan lets 
them (or perhaps their chiefs ?) come from Luristan, but adds that " there is 
a report that they were from Guran and Ardalan ". An interesting detail may 
be noted in the fact that Shah-verdi Khan, ruler of the Northern Luristan 
(d. 1006/1597), trying to recover Khurram-abad, levied " a group of the Gfran 
tribe ", which suggests that, as in Badr b. Hasan's time, Guran were still 
found in Northern Luristan.2 

According to Sir H. Rawlinson 3 the Kalhur were ousted from Zohab by 
Sultan Murad IV, who gave their lands to the Bajilan whom he brought from 
Mosul.4 Thanks to O. Mann, we know now that the Bajilan of Mosul speak 
a dialect closely akin to Gfirani. The conqueror's scheme was to control the 
Guran through his own subjects, who originally must have been a colony of 
the same group of tribes. After this, according to Rawlinson, the Kalhur 
assumed the name of Guran, "which had been previously applied to the Kurdish 
peasantry ", and split into three groups: Qal'a-Zanjir, Kerend, and Bevanij. 
This explanation naturally applies only to the Kalhur of Zohab. The equation 
Guran =- peasantry is not in keeping with Sharaf Khan's passage (p. 317) 
quoted above. All we can say about the changes after A.D. 1639 is this: the 
Kalhurs, deprived of their privileged position, became absorbed in the Gfiran 
mass, and the Bajilan took the leadership over the whole conglomeration of 
tribes. It is characteristic, however, that the Bajilan pashas built for themselves 
a new residence in the plain (the now ruined borough of Zohab) and so remained 
on the outskirts of the Gfiran territory. It is possible that a part of the Jaf 

1 Nothing definite is known about the origin of the Kalhur and their name. Their chiefs 
wanted their genealogy to go back to the Arsacid satrap Gfidarz b. Giv, Sharaf-nama, 317. 
I wonder whether Kalhur is not derived from *kal.xwar " buffalo-eaters ". An important village 
Kalxordn lies north of Ardabil: cf. Silsilat al-nasab-i Safawiya, p. 12. 

2 It is astonishing how well the Ahl-i Haqq writings are acquainted with the geography of 
Northern Luristan; see my Notes sur les Ahl-i Haqq, pp. 22, 42. A number of fervent adherents 
of their religion are found in that region (especially the Dilfan). It is quite possible that a number 
of originally " Guran " tribes have changed their speech to the local Luri dialect. 

3 Sir H. Rawlinson had exceptional opportunities for observing the Gfuran in 1836 when he 
was in command of a Gfiran regiment: see " Notes on a march from Zohab ", in JRGS., 1839, ix, 
26-116. I have also used an official memorandum of the same author on the Turco-Persian 
frontier (1844). 

4 Na'lma, i, 474, says that in A.D. 1630 the chief of the Bajilan arrived in Mosul with 40,000 
Kurds to pay homage to Khusrev Pasha. The tribe lived in the desert in the direction of Baghdad 
and was a cross (mutajdnis) between Kurds and Arabs (?). 
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whom the Persians called Jaf-i Muradi, i.e. those connected with Sultan 
Murad IV, was settled in Zohab to support the Bajilan rulers. 

When the Persians had the upper hand they tried to cripple the power of 
the Bajilan. Nadir Shah, who was opposed by Ahmad Pasha Bajilan, deported 
a part of his tribe to the neighbourhood of Khurram-abad.1 The last pasha of 
Zohab of the Bajilan family was removed by prince Muhammad 'All Mirza 
(governor of Kermanshah from 25, viii, 1806-22, xi, 1821), who restored the 
leadership to the original Guran of Qal'a-Zanjir, resident at Gahvara.2 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

We come now to the conclusions resulting from the analysis of the sources:- 
(1) The name of the tribe appears in early Islamic sources as Jibdraq 

> *Jauraqdn > *Gordndn. This development seems to exclude the etymology 
gabrdn > gordn and on the contrary to confirm de Goeje's explanation of the 
name as *gd(v)bdra(k), " bull-riders." I now feel confident that the old residence 
of the Gfran khans Gahvara is nothing but a Persian popular etymology 
(" cradle ") for the original *Gdvdra. The Gfuran themselves told me that the 
Persian transcription was inadequate, and in Chirikov, p. 302, I find the name 
transcribed in Russian PaBapeK, i.e, presumably *Gdvdrak. 

(2) This original name is most likely to be connected with the Caspian 
provinces. The eponym founder of the dynasty under which Gilan became 
united with Western Tabaristan 3 was called Gil-Gaubara. This name clearly 
follows the legendary tradition. If GTl refers to the king's origin, Gdubdra 

apparently symbolizes his newly acquired territory connected with the memory 
of Faridfin. Ibn Isfandiyar, 15, and Zahir al-Din, 13, call this hero gav-savar 
"bull-rider ", and so he is represented on Persian miniatures.4 Curiously 
enough the Nuzhat al-quliib applies the term *Gl-i Gilan to Dartang, which is 
the very heart of the Giiran territory. Even now one of the left affluents of 
the Alvand is called Gilan.5 These cannot be mere coincidences. In their 

1 See Tarikh-i Nadiri, ed. 1286, H. Nadir by-passed Taq-i girra by a more southerly road 
of Gav-ravan which Khurshid Efendi, Russ. transl., 135, identified with Qal'a-Shahin. 

2 Rawlinson's 1844 memorandum. 
3 This is said to have happened towards A.D. 645-660: see Zahir al-Din, ed. Dorn, pp. 39-40; 

Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, 117, 430, 433; Rabino, "Les dynasties du Mazandaran," in 
J.As., juillet 1936, p. 438. 

4 This is a further evolution of the story, ShdTh-ndma, ed. Vullers, i, 41, according to which 

Faridun was brought up on the milk of the cow Barmaya. In point of fact, Firdausi gives a 
twist to the original version, in which Barmay6n is a male animal under whose feet Asi-vanuhi 
seeks refuge, Avesta, YaJt 17, 15, and Faridfin (Freton) collects dust to smite his enemies, 
Denkart, 814, 10-17 (I owe the two references to H. W. Bailey). 

5 Also see below point (5) on the geographical proximity of some places connected with 
*Gaubara to those called after Gilan. For the location of the Gaubara near the Caspian one 
might quote another passage from the Nuzhat al-qulub: " Mahmud-abad (built by Ghazan-khan 
south of the Kur estuary) lies in the plain Gavbari on the coast of the Caspian sea." Still more 
interesting is the mention of a Kfran (*Gfran)-dasht in the report of Uljaytu's campaign against 
Gilan (in the spring of 707/1308): the Ilkhan marching from Sultaniya reached Loushan (on 
the Shah-rfd) via Kuran-dasht. Loushan is a well-known crossing of the Shah-rud above Manjil, 
and Kuran-dasht must have lain west or south-west of it. Cf. Ta'rikh-i Uljaytu, Bib. Nat., 
Supp. pers. 1419, fol. 42. 
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light a legend picked up by Soane from Auramis acquires some practical interest. 

According to it, "Darius the Mede expelled the original Aoram from his 
native place near Demavand . . . and he fled with his brother Kandul, the 

supposed eponym of Kandula, to Media."1 

(3) From ancient times the Caspian provinces had been a reservoir of 
human energy overflowing and spreading westwards. The Bundahishn, xxxi, 38, 
describes the wooded highlands of the south-western Tabaristan (Padhiskhwdr- 
gar) as a country whose inhabitants go on foot, are shepherds, are prolinc 
(huzahishn7h), and are victorious over their enemies. The role of the region is 
similar to that of Scandinavia in the Viking Age. Many place names along the 
western border of Iran bear witness to such infiltrations , a place called 
Daylamistdn existed in Shahrazur, Yaqut, ii, 711; DTlmdn (older Dlmaqdn) 
is still the chief place of Salmas; a sizeable district to the south-west of Lake 
Urmia is called Lahijan (as the town in Gilan).2 Gdubdra (often joined with 
Gil) would be a similar trace of migrations in the more southern area of Zagros. 

(4) In the neighbourhood of the chief Zagros pass the Giurn (*Gdvbdrak) 
are mentioned already by I. Khurdadhbih (end of the ninth century); but, as 
we have said, his list of ostdns is undoubtedly of Sasanian origin. As the ostan 
of Hulwan was named after Peroz (A.D. 459-484), it looks probable that this 

king might have been responsible for the settlement of the whole area. His 
son Kavat (" Fayruz Qubadh " ?) may have specially developed one of the 
cantons of this ostan. It is obvious that the Sasanian kings devoted much 
attention to the security of the principal pass connecting their Mesopotamian 
capital Ctesiphon with the Iranian homeland. The original non-Iranian tribes 
of Zagros 3 could have easily survived down to Parthian and Sasanian times, 
and their displacement and iranicization must have been a part of the Sasanian 

policy. It will be helpful to remember Marquart's conclusion, Erdnsahr, 126, 
according to which Daylam and Padhishkhwargar were brought into a closer 
contact with the rest of the Empire only under Kavat I (485-531), or even 
Khusrau I (531-579). Concurrently, the excess of population might have been 
diverted towards the Zagros. 

(5) As regards the other colonies of Guran,4 the report of Ibn al-Faqih 
on the presence of some Jabaraq near Farahan may be substantiated by the 
name of the village Gevare (Gavara) which Chirikov, 180, places at 5 farsakhs 
to the south-east of Sultanabad. Chirikov's index (p. 685) suggests even that 
the considerable River Gaverfu (a left affluent of the Sirvan) should be explained 
as *Gavdra-rid or *Gdvdra-rid. Such haplology is quite likely, especially if, 
remembering our hypothesis on the connection of the Guran with the Caspian, 
we add that a small tributary of the Gaverfi is called Kani-Gilan. Only twenty 

1 To Mesopotamia and Kurdistan in Disguise, p. 377. 
2 In the Hudud al-'Alam, p. 420, I offered a hypothesis on the origin of the Iranian inhabitants 

of Shirvan and Daghestan from the Caspian provinces. I am also tempted to attribute some 
Caspian origins to the name of the Kih-Gili district of Fars (*Gel6ya, Gel + 6ya). 

3 See Husing, Der Zagros und seine Volker, 1908. 
4 On p. 77, note 2, we have quoted some isolated place-names which may prove to be 

connected with the further western expansion of the Giran. 
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miles to the south of the Gaverfi on a headwater of the River Baniyan, there 
still exists a GFurani speaking colony of Kandula, and twelve miles downstream 
from the latter lies a village Gilana. 

We have seen that several sources point to the presence of some Giran in 
the direction of Northern Luristan and the basin of the Kerkha (Saymara).1 

A village Gahwareh, lying some five miles to the south of Bisutun, may be 
a colony of the well-known Gahwareh (*Gavara) on the Zimkan (vide supra). 
More curious is the name of the pass 2 leading from the Saymara valley to the 
district of Harasam, over the mountain Wardalan: Milleh Gahawareh (mrl, 
mel in Kurdish " neck, pass "). The region is very little known and thus we 
are still reduced to mere guesses as to who are the present-day representatives 
of the local Jauraqan = Gfiran. Remembering the disposition of the Gfran 
towards esoteric doctrines,3 we should attach some significance to the fact that 
one of the most important centres of the sect, the residence of the descendants 
of Khan Atash, is in Garraban, some five miles downstream from the confluence 
of the Rivers Gamasiab and Qara-su, on the threshold of Luristan. Khan- 
Atash is said to have risen from the tribe of the Dilfan. The latter are the 
most important Ahl-i Haqq tribe of the Northern Luristan.4 The Dilfan are 
said to speak the Southern Kurdish dialect Lakki,5 but their group of clans 

may have absorbed some of the Gurani-speaking population. A detail may 
indicate a connection of the Dilfan with the Caspian provinces: in 1891 my 
late friend Agha Sam, himself of Dilfan origin, led a religious revolt in Kalar- 
dasht, on the eastern frontier of the ancient Daylam.6 

(6) The last stage of our argument ought to be a comparison between the 
dialects of the Giirani group (Giurani proper, Awrami, Bajilani, Zaza) and some 
definite group of dialects of the Central plateau. In 1906 0. Mann was ready 
to see in Guirani dialects "descendants of the old Median language" 
(" Abkommlinge der alten medischen Sprache ,,),7 but three years later he less 
ambitiously defined Gurani and Zaza as " central dialects ".8 That Gfirani 

1 I wonder whether the River Guaufir flowing into the Saymara is of the same origin. Chirikov, 
278-280, transcribes this name Gavara (?). 

2 Names of passes are an important feature of toponymy. 
3 Before the complicated doctrine of the Ahl-i Haqq was definitely fixed there must have 

existed a suitable background for its development, going back into the remote past. 
4 Their homes are in the plain of Khave, lying west of Alishtar. Their clans are Kakavand, 

Itivand, Muimivand, etc. 
O0. Mann, Die Mundarten der Lur-Stdmme, p. xxiii, but without any illustrative texts. 

6 The rather unusual name Dilf-dn might be connected with that of the most conspicuous 
peak of Gilan, Dulfak (Dalfak, Durfak). As pointed out by Tomaschek, the latter may reflect 
the name of the Ap[IVKeS, who, according to Ptol., vi, 25, lived in the neighbourhood of the 
Kadusioi and Gelai, apparently to the east of the estuary of the Amardos = Sefid-rud. On the 
other hand, the principal tribe of Kalar-dasht is Khojavand, a clan of the Kurds of Garrus 
transplanted to Gilan by Agh Muh. ammad Shah. There is a suspicion that the Ahl-i Haqq 
religion is spread among the Garrisi, and Agha Sam may have availed himself of this circumstance. 

7 Mann, Mundarten d. Guran, 52, Mundarten der Zdza, 24. 
8 Die Tdajik-Mundarten der Provinz Fars, 1909, p. xxiii: " Diese beiden, falschlich fur 

Kurdisch gehaltene Dialekte gehoren durchaus zu denjenigen Mundarten, die Geiger als ' zentrale ' 
bezeichnete." 
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is very distinct from Kurdish there cannot be any doubt, but the " central" 
dialects of Persia 1 present such extraordinary combinations of lexical and 
grammatical elements that a comparison with any one of them would result 
in a certain number of similitudes and a great number of differences. 

As a special group, the " Caspian dialects " have been insufficiently explored, 
and we have yet to reckon with some surprises in the out-of-the-way valleys. 
As suggested above, Caspian provinces had been the principal reserve from 
which colonists had poured forth, and it is possible that whole tribes quitted 
their homes to be occupied by other groups. We know practically nothing 2 
of the dialect which was spoken in the original homes of the Daylamites who in 
the tenth century lorded it over Persia and Mesopotamia. The divergencies 
of the existing dialects may have developed during their long separation. 
In such conditions we should prefer to leave historical suggestions to the future 
explorers of dialects rather than make any hasty identifications on our own 
behalf. 

4. WRITTEN LITERATURE IN GURAiNI 

For the moment one can only draw up an approximate inventory of the 
Gfrani literature. Even when the names of the authors are known, the details 
of the latter's biographies comprising the dates are still lacking. A distinction 
between the dialects is equally impossible, for the written Gfirani is a literary 
KOLVrj and in the eyes of the local population the Gfrani literature appears as 
one indiscriminate group of compositions. In the dialect of Awraman " to sing 
is gurant carrin.3 

In prose we know only the religious tracts of the Ahl-i Haqq. The copy 
of their religious book Saranjam, of which in 1911 I published a Russian 
translation, is in Persian, but apart from the intercalated verses in Guirani 
it has preserved traces of Girani phrases in prose.4 Hajji Ni'mat-allah, author 
of the Firqdn al-akhbdr,5 says that he wrote in " Kurdish "a Risdla-yi tahqiq, 
and by " Kurdish" he most probably means Giirani, for elsewhere (p. 3) he 
writes that " Kurdish" was the language (zabdn-i zdhirn) of Sultan Sohak, 
whom we know to have spoken Gfrani. The " Kurdish" quotations in the 
Firqdn prove also to be in Gfranl.6 

The poetic literature in Gurani is of three classes: epic, lyric, and religious. 
In what follows I often refer to the three MSS. originally acquired by 

C1. Rich and R. Taylor, and now belonging to the British Museum. With no 
1 Cf. the latest survey by H. W. Bailey in E.I., under " Persia ". 
2 Only a number of typical personal names and a couple of words: lauk " 

good ", ushtulum 
" a war cry ". See Minorsky, La domination des Dailamites, p. 22. 

3 Benedictsen-Christensen, p. 122. 
4 Minorsky, Materiaux, 12, 51. Only later I went through the Giurani verses with a Giiran. 
5 P. 23. On this MS. in my possession see Minorsky, " Toumari," in Rev. de l'Histoire des 

Religions, January, 1928, pp. 90-105. 
6 During my visit to Sulemani in 1934 I received as a gift a Persian MS, containing the 

genealogies of the Shaykhs of Barzenje, who are connected with Sultan Sohak. I was told 
that a Kurdish (sic) translation had been made of the MS. 
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outside assistance Rieu succeeded in deciphering the meaning of the text and 
in preparing a clear resume of the Girani grammar, Cat. Pers. MSS., ii, 728-734. 
He also came to the conclusion that "although spoken in Kurdistan, the 
dialect is essentially Persian ". For lyrics I quote the B.M. Or. 6444 (fol. 8-54), 
from which excerpts were published by the late E. B. Soane, JRAS., January, 
1921, 57-81. A list of its contents was compiled for me by Mr. S. Topalian in 
1927. Very instructive were some items on Kurdish poets which Dr. Sa'id 
khan Kordestani communicated to me in Tehran, on 5th July, 1917. In May, 
1914, in Zohab, and in 1918, in Senna, I acquired a number of Gurani MSS., 
but most of the MSS. were stolen after I left Persia in 1919. Fortunately 
I have kept the passages which I had taken down under the dictation of 

my friend the Salar of the Guran, who, as a refugee, spent some time in 
Tehran in 1917. 

A. Epics 

(1) Kitdb-i XursTd-i Xdvar, on the love of Khursid, prince of the country of 

Khavar, for Kharaman, daughter of the Emperor of China, by an unknown author 

(early nineteenth century, Add. 7829, 68 ff. 15 lines to page), from which Rieu 

quotes seven verses, beginning damdy hamd-i Sat II jahin dfar n. Here is the 

beginning of the letter of Khursid to Kharaman, as dictated in 1917 from my 
own copy now lost: 

Qalim gzrt wd dds Behraiz-e sdrwar 
Nuwisd juwdw ndzddr-e keswar 
Sar ndmd wd dw tald ensd kird 
Awdl esme zdt muskul-guWd khrd 

(2) Leyll-vd-Majnun, Add. 7829, ff. 68-134 (15 lines to page). Beginning: 
Vdhid-i be cun II hayy-i be-hamtd. A MS. of mine contains a fragment of this 

poem: "Leyli goes to see Majnin at the mountain of Najd " (186 verses). 
I was told that the author is Mala Walow (*hdlow " eagle " or walow " child ", 
arab. walad), a Gfran of Gahvara who was still alive towards 1875-1885. 
Here is the beginning of this popular episode:- 

Kule sow meyl kdrd yak sow Amir-sdh 
Meyle Leyli dast dfisxShi leyl kard 
Sow k6-e sa^rdy ddst-e Dujeyl kdrd 

Jdrciydn jar dan wd hokm-e sdiwd 
Bow eta ahidm Bdin--STpdwi 1 

(3) Khusrau-u-ShTrin, Add. 7826, dated 1231/1816, 151 ff. (circa 1,812 lines), 

acephalous, beginning gast ba-pasew-hdl I] ba-dil-girdni. A complete copy of the 

poem belongs to the Preussische :Staatsbibliothek, Pertsch, p. 963, No. 995, 
142 ff., copied in 1241/1825, bought by Hornle in Tabriz in 1837. A third 

copy was formerly in my possession. I have now only the beginning of the 

passage on the birth of Khusrau-i Parviz. 
1 Banf Shayban. 
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Mawlsdi(e) mawjiid b&-keim-o-wiiyt 
Separdda' wa-dds ddydn-u-tdyd 
P&6dndg wd-ba'rg w&tdy bii-am6r' 
Pdrwdares'es ddin be-8'dhd-u-s'dkdr 

(4) FarhMd-u-Shirln, MS. Hdrnle, cf. Pertsch, p. 963, No. 994, fol. 70b-93, 
beginning: 

bd pardd-yi ghayb IIbi 'ayb pdrvarddi 
ki ruxdt sifdt 11tamiim nkdWrddi 

My copy of the poem is incom4plete, 54 if., circa 1,680 verses, end of the 
nineteenj~h century. Beginning: ki dinydA wd-kiim IIti bd-sar barddm. Fol. 30v.: 
"Shirin goes to B-isititin." 

Begnow j"a 8Srin deld&r-e dirin 
Hdwdy Edrha kird nd Qa'sr-e S7irn 
Jdfdk,-tg we-s iwdrdi"S wd-y&xd 
Band kird bdyji bawinii Edrhdd 

(5) Bahrdm-va-Gulanxlim: the love adventures of Bahrdm, son of the 
king of Kishvar, and Gulanddm, princess of China. Br. Mus., Add. 23554, 
53 if., 12 lines to a page, early nineteenth century. Beginning: 

ja 'esq-i ydvadr 1m'a'jiuisa cATin badrq 
j"a dit mdkis' 1 nacrdy wind bdrq 

(6) Haft xwdn-i Rustam, MS. H6rnle, Pertsch, p. 963, No. 994, if. 1-26b 
(Kurd. MSO Peterm., ii, No. 14). The poet sings Rustam's exploits in 
Mdzandardn, see Shdh-na-ma, edi. Vullers, i, 335-357. Beginnings: Be-ndm-i 
bi 5'un 11banndy behtar7n Pddles'iy bi bdk 11jehdn lifdr7n. 

I heard mentioned a poem Rustam-u-d7v-i sefid (Vullers, i, 351), which must 
be an episode from the Haft-xwdn. 

(7) Sohriib-u-Rustam, occupies if. 26a-55a of the same MS. H6rnle. 
(8) Jahdngi?r-u-Rustam. Jahdngir is a son of Rustam, and his adventures 

are reminiscent of those of his brother SohrTbh: cf. Ethe' in Grund. der Iran. 
Phil., ii, 234. A MS. formerly in my possession (bought in ZohTb) begins 

Ebteddy wdwt be-n&m-e yd zddn 
AfarTiindnd ens-u-jinn-u jdan' 
Ar beaey tawfi-q hayyd ldi-yan&rn 
Sdamdy buwdc6im zva ddstdn-e Sdm 
.2a ba'da Sohrdb s'ahid1-e xdnnjar 
Rostdm z'a hej'ran we-s kadrd ddr-be-ddr 

(9) Kitdb-i Xdwardn, fabulous adventures of 'Ali b. Abi-TMlib. Formerly 
in my possession. The episode on the killing of the Giant Salsdl by 'Ai begins: 

Siy marddn j a' xaiw kdrdda'&n bgddr 
Hdldt-e Sdlsdt pe-s ktardan ezhdr 
Nd kedrd mdddrd dni~r-e gozin 
S-7 ndt pjy Sdlsiit mal'fsn-e bM-d7n 

1wat?i, "1stuff "; biz-amar, " amber scented." 
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92 ~~~~~V. MIN~ORSKY- 

(10) Kitdb-i Muhammad-i HjanTfa, the story of Muh~ammad son of 'Ali b. 
AbI-T&ilib and his wife Khaula al-JHanafiyya.' The, MS., Paris, Bib. Nat., 
supp. persan No. 777, has 35 if. Colophon: " ended the book of Muh~ammad 
H~anifa (si~c) in the Gi&rn! l anguage, containing- a Ipraise of the imuim (si~c) 
'All- Murtaaai, of his. face (ray) and of his son M. JJanlifa and -concerning their 
wars and strugg,les, in Sha'bain of the year 1228 from the flight of the Prophet,- 
peace be upon him " (August, 1813). Beginning afterbaml: 

Ydx dy ra4 dn I'yd xay ghqfilr 

(11) N'ddir-u-Top 1. I only heard mentioned this poem which undoubtedly, 
refers to the war of Naidir Shaih with the gallant Topal-'Osmdn Paishai, A.D. 1733, 
in the immediate neighbourhood of Zohib: Isee -L. Lockhart, Nadir-shah, 
1938, p. 68. 

(12) Jang-nma-yi shdhzTida Muham wd* AV'mri_I b- Kahyii-pdsh -. 

The poem occ-upies fol. 55-70 of MS. Hdrnle, cf., Pertseh, No. 994. The author, 
Mirza Kerend-, glorifies the victory of, Prince 'Ali, Mi-rzai, governor of Kerman- 
shah, over -he K'ahyd o6f 'David Pdshd of Baghdad in June, 1821: see Rich,~ 
Narrati~ve, ii, 1 4. This event also took place in the immediate neighbourhood 
of Zohab. 

(1 3) Jang-i malx bd - tash-mal - , a heroicomic peM 2 on the war of locusts 
with the birds iiyna-mal (in Persian dtas-mal -, in Kurdish dhitr-mala-, in 

Aabic .samarmar, in Latin Pastor roseus),3 The author is unknown. A the, 
date of invasion of locusts quoted, i-n the text is 1300/1882, the poem was 
written after this date. The MS. in my possession contains 7 if., 15 lines to 

page.4 
Beginning: 

Auwdt ebtedJ be- ii-e k 4r7m 
F dzl besnielld rdhmdn-or-rd h7m 

Jer--e dynd-md Mn d "'d 
Buwd6fin ydri xam be eyn wd-bdd 
Za sdndy hezdr seslid yd ldimtdr 
Peyd b7 mdlx guray b'dd- nzar 

Molka gavrmds'Tr ti sahr-e B dghO 
Wa sowzT xoryd gar c ddn wa-bii3 

B. Lri' 
The best gide available to Giur-an lyrics i's the antholog of Br. Muis. 

Or., 6444, which contains poems of twenty-seven authiors, who all lived bfore 
A.D. 1788, which is the dat of the MS. 

'Vide infra, p. 94. 
2 To the same class belongs the fable of the w olf and ~the fox, taken dow by Benedictsen 

inPAwa. 
3 See J. Deny, " La I gende de 1'eau des sauterelles," in JA., April, 1933, 323-340. 
4 The same MS. contains a" ~Kurdih h' (i.e. Gfiirnik) alpbabet in 20O verses. 
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1. MAHZ u-Ni, if. 10, 32, 33, -said to ha-ve been scribe' at the cour of the vai 
of A-rdaldn Khusrau Khiin I, who ruled 1168-1204/1754-1789 (Soane :2 poems). 

2. SHAYH AHMAD TAKHT!, f. 11, native of Awriimain-i takht, lived tow'ards 
A.D. 1640 (Soane; 2 poems). 

3. MUHIAMMAD QULI SULAYMAN, if. 12, 13 (Soane: 1 poem). 
4. Mimik lTp.HR m, f. 26. 
5. MAULANA! QX~SIM, f. 28., 
6. YfJSUF Y)iSKA, f. 32. According to Dr. Sa'id-khiin he was a servant of 

Khan Albmad Kh5,n Adal5n.' His master suspected himi of dallying with his 
wife KolTb-zar Khimnum, daughter of Shah 'Abbds, and had him immuiired 
alive. 

7. SHAYKH LuTFULTLIH, f. 32. 
8. MOLLX TiIHiR AwX~X NTI , if. f32, 38 (Soane : I poem). 
9. I1,YA BEG, f. 33, 

10. MOLLA FAD LULL -k, f. 33. 
11. 11~jji 'AL! MUHAMMAD BEG TILAK-F, f. 34. Tilakfi is o-ne of the eastern 

districts of rxdalan: see " Senna" in El. 
12. MAULANA FARRUKH PALANGA~Nl, f. 34 (Soane: 1, poem). 
13. MOLLAi HUFIz FARHA~D, f. 34. 
14. RIDp BEG, f. 39. 
15. MUHJAmmAD AmIN. BEG Awvknii, f. 39. 
16. SH1AYKH YA'qfYB KTIAN, f. 40, 
17. UWAYS BEG, f. 40. 
18. MAULjiNA YfJSUF, brother of Mollii IHabib Kaldn, f. 41. 
19. SHAYKTH UAsA DARRA-HARD!, f. 45. 
20. 'ABD, f. 46. 
21. 'OmAR NAzz R, f. 46. 
22. SHAYKH MusTAFAi TAKHTI (i.e., of Awriimiin-i takht), f. 48. 
23. Sf3F!'At! Ktvi_N (.), f. 49. 
24. SHAYKH AH~mAD MO'i (?), f. 49, 
25. ULLa KHuSRAU, f. 50. 
26. SRHAYKH SHAMIS AL-DIN DARRA-HIARDI, f. 51. 
97, UsT~il MIK!'!L, f. 51.- 
28. KH~iNAY QUBiDI, f.- 51, of the Jdf tribe,which (now,?) speaks Kurdish. 

Should his poems prove to be in Gftriini this would suggest the popularity of 
the dialect for literary purposes, or.that the Jdf have changed their speech. 

In addition to these names found in the Antholog the following' names 
were dictated to me by Dr. Sa ld-khMn:g 

29. MOLLi MIJSTAFA BfsiRiNI, fro'm the village B&s5rdn, in the canton 
Zhiiwarfid, who died CerCa A.D .1760 and lies bu'ried' in Du-rfl in Awrdmdn-i takht, 
It is possible that he 'I's identical with No. 22. BEsdrdnIi has left a dlv5n 
(k-ulliyit). 

30. SAYDL flourished towards A.D. 1520 (.) and wrote in a particuar dialect, 
now extinct. The speclinens which D'r. Sa'id-khdn communicated to me confirm 
its Giirdnin type, but it uses xwjm for the Gfririni wJm. A diviin (klulliyat) of 

rhis celebratedvali of ArdaUdn is often mentioned at the time of Shah 'Abbhis and Shah 
Safi : see '4!am-drd, 762, Dhayl-i Alam-elrdr, Tehran, 1317, pp. 195, 288. He took an active part 

n te opratons n eOPOtma t ially went over to the Ottomans and ded in Mosul 
in 1046/1636. The Tbrahimi branch of the Ahlbi H.aqq consider him as one of their inc rnations. 

2 The historian of the v,lis of A4rdalbin calls her Zarri,-kolah, sister of Shah 'Abbis~ my 
M ,P. 111. 
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Saydi existed in Razaw (Awraman-i takht), but the owner refused to let a copy 
of it be made. 

31. MOLLA RAHiM TAYJOWZI of Javan-riid (the latter name is apparently 
connected with the Jaf tribe). He has a kulliydt and an 'Aqida-ndma. His 
language is mixed. 

32. AHMAD BEG KOMASi is celebrated for his elegy, of which we speak 
below in detail. Dr. Sa'ld-khan in his reprint of it quotes another short poem 
of his: qalbdm wd zuxdl. 

C. Religious Poetry 
The Salawdt-ndma of Khanay Qubadi (vide supra, lyrics No. 28) is a specimen 

of an orthodox Shi'a poem in honour of Muhammad and 'All. The MS. in my 
possession (dated 1310/1892) contains forty-nine verses full of conventional 
terms and very scantily seasoned with dialectal elements. 

Beginning:- 
Yd rabb be-hadjit zdt-e be-eybdt 
Be-serr-e tdqdir zd elm-e gheybat 
Andn-fa-andn sd'it-be-sa'dt 
Hey zd riiy azal td ruy qiydmit 
Hdr lahza hdr diam hdr ri ziyddtdr 
Sdldwdt buibe nur pak peyghdmbdr 

To the same category must belong the 'Aqzda-ndma of Molla Rahim Tayjowzi 
(vide supra, lyrics No. 31). Nor does the Kitdb-i khdwardn (vide supra, epics 
No. 9) go beyond the usual type of Shi'a apocrypha. 

More curious are the motives for the composition of a dithyramb in honour 
of Muhammad, son of the Hanafite (vide supra, epics No. 10), in view of the 
fact that the extremist sect Kaysaniya recognized him as imam and some of 
its adherents were expecting Muhammad's return.1 In 65-7/685-7 the famous 
Mukhtar raised the banner of rebellion to support the claims of Muhammad b. 

Hanafiya.2 In 66/685 he appointed a governor to Hulwan in order to fight 
the Kurds (see IA., iv, 187), i.e. probably the Sunni Kurds. On the contrary, 
for the Ahl-i Haqq Gfurans these events may symbolize the spread of the Shi'a 
extremism in Zagros and even the championship for the rights of the oppressed 
classes (mawdlT). 

However, speaking of the religious literature in Gurani we have in view 
above all the writings of the Ahl-i Haqq. We have mentioned that the founder 
of the sect, Sultan Sohak, born at Barzenje, sixteen miles east of Sulemani, 
was most closely associated with the Gfirn. One of the hymns definitely insists 

upon S. Sohak's having spoken Gfrani. Even at a later period when the 

religion became "Turkicized " in Azarbayjan, one of the " angels ", Khan 
Almas, composed hymns both in Turkish and Gfrani (e.g. the popular char 

gushd mdt-dn). A number of verses in a kind of archaic Gfirani are found in 
the text of my copy of Saranjam (copied in 1259/1843). Possibly in the 

1 Friedlander, " The heterodoxies of the Shi'ites," in JAOS., 1909, vol. 29, pp. 133-8. 
a Wellhausen, Die . . . Oppositionsparteien im atten Islam, 1901, pp. 74-87. 
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beginning of the nineteenth century lived Shaykh Amir (referred to by 
Gobineau), of whose poems I possess Haftdd-u du kalima. 

A great number of kaldm is due to the Khamfshi sayyids whose headquarters 
are at Ti-shami, near Gahwara. Sayyid Rustam, son of Sayyid Ayaz, son of 
the famous Sayyid Braka, was still alive in 1920. The poet attached to this 
family was Darvish Nauriiz, who often called himself " the least dog of the 
house of Khiamfish ". He was alive towards 1875.1 

A very notorious poet was Taymur-quli b. Rida-'Ali, a Giiran youth of 
Ban-Yaran (near Baba-Yadegar). His career began under the auspices of 
Sayyid Braka, but he soon claimed to be an incarnation of divinity. His 
acitivity provoked great troubles in the province of Kermanshah and the 
governor-general had him executed in 1268/1822.2 This dreamer is credited 
with a complete d7vdn.3 Soon after Taymir's death another youth, Sayfir 
(or Fattah), claimed to be his incarnation, and this Taymir II is also said to 
have composed a ditvn.4 

The structure of the religious kalams does not differ from that of the epic 
and lyric poetry.5 The attempts to imitate the ghazal with its rhyme running 
through the whole poem usually end in a fiasco, but very often the kalams 
are arranged in strophes with a burden repeated after each. The kalams are 
meant to be sung with the accompaniment of a sdz or a tar (tamira): see Notes, 
113-14. 

It should be mentioned that the Ahl-i Haqq consider as their saint the well- 
known dialectal poet Baba Tahir.6 Thirteen quatrains belonging, or ascribed, 
to him are found inserted in the text of my MS. of Saranijm,7 and thirty-one 
quatrains figure at the head of a collection of kalams which was sent to me 
by my Ahl-i Haqq friends. There is no doubt, however, that the conventional 
language of B. Tahir presents no characteristics of the true Girani, and that 
his metre (hazaj) is in the tradition of Persian (but not Gfrani) popular poetry. 

As an interesting novelty one should record the exploit of Dr. Sa'Id-khan, 
who published a sizeable book in which, in Gurani verse, he expounds the 
Christian doctrine.8 It is most curious that Gfiurni has been chosen as a surest 
approach to the hearts of the author's countrymen, the Kurds. Dr. Sa'id-khan 
writes: " I have endeavoured, in the language of Sultan and Pir and the style 
of the later daftars, or rolls, to give them the message " (sic).9 

1 I possess his kaldms beginning as follows: (1) ydran kf vindn, (2) ydran &an &anan, (3) gird 
(?) gawiz-ndn, (4) yaran 5is bi-dn, (5) yaran yadgar, (6) yaran dsmdn, (7) yaran ce kdrdn, 
(8) yaran bdrr-dm di. 

2 Minorsky, Notes, p. 155. Also Firqdn, ii, 157. 
3 A letter of Sayyid Nirullah to Dr. Sa'id.khan, 6 Dhul-qa'da 1342. One of his poems is 

found in the 0. Mann MS. which I analysed in my Notes, 171-3. 
4 The Kaldm in my Saranjam beginning Taymur-dhdt hastam, "'I possess the person of 

Taymur," is apparently by Sayffr. See my Notes, p. 157. 
5 Vide infra, p. 96 below. 
6 See Minorsky, "B. Tahir," in El. 
7 Minorsky, Matgriaux, pp. 99-103. 
8 Kitab-i nizanf (mizgani) "Book of good tidings ", 515 pages, mostly 15 lines to page, 

copied in 1342/1924, introduction dated Murdad 1309/1930, with a preface by S. H. Taqizadeh. 
9 The Moslem World, January, 1927, p. 40. 
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5. THE ELEGY OF AHMAD KHAN KOMAiS 

In 1917 my friend Dr. Sa'id-khan Kordestani communicated to me the text 
of an elegy written by Ahmad Khan Komasi on the death of his wife. The 
original was in Arabic script, but Dr. Sa'id-khan dictated it to me and explained 
the difficult passages. Dr. Sa'id-khan was born in a Kurdish family of Muslim 
divines. At an early age he embraced the Christian religion and through many 
vicissitudes of fortune stood firmly by his convictions. Ever faithfully attached 
to his people, he is deeply versed in Kurdish life, language, and traditions. 
To his enlightened interest we owe the salvage of the famous Greek parch- 
ments which he brought back from Awraman.?' Dr. Sa'id-khan's native language 
is the Kurdish of Senne (Ardalan),2 but he is so well acquainted with the 
Girani KOW1V, which as a literary language flourished at the court of the 

hereditary valis of Ardalan, that he composed in it the already mentioned 
treatise in verse. We have to assume that Ahmad Khan Komasi himself meant 
his poem to be read in KOLVr. Therefore Dr. Sa'id-khan's reading and interpreta- 
tion could hardly be improved upon, so far as our purpose goes. Some day a 

phonetic transcription will be taken on the spot, if possible among the Komasi. 
Here we are interested in the elegy as a literary achievement, and for this 

purpose the subtleties of individual pronunciation recede to the second plane. 
There is no definite information on the author of the elegy except that he 

belonged to the Komasi tribe. The district of Kurriivaz where the Komasi 
are established consists of twenty villages with some 2,500 inhabitants.3 
It lies in the province of Senne (the "Kurdistan proper" of the official 

terminology) on the road connecting this town with Mariwan, and on a left 
affluent of the river of Awraman-i takht. The district is a terra incognita,4 
and we cannot assume that a " Gfrani" dialect is spoken in it at present.5 
It is more probable that to give expression to his sorrow Ahmad Khan chose 
the usual vehicle of the poets of Ardalan. 

With all its freshness and lack of convention the elegy reflects some definite 

poetical canon. Its outward form conforms to Guirani use. Each verse consists 
of two rhyming hemistiches, each of ten syllables divided by the caesura into 
two groups of five syllables. The verse is clearly syllabic without any con- 
sideration of length.6 The first hemistich of the poem is incomplete: it contains 

1 See E. H. Minns, " Parchments of the Parthian period from Avroman in Kurdistan," 
in JHS., vol. xxxv, 1915, pp. 22-65. 

2 See my articles " Senne " and " Sisar " in El. 
3 'All Akbar Viqayi'-nigar, Hadfqa-yi Ndasir--a history of Ardalan in my possession. 
4 It was only accidentally traversed by Lycklama a Nijeholt who praises its wooded landscape, 

Voyage en Russie, etc., 1875, iv, 60. 
5 In spite of its lying so near to Awraman ! The language of Mariwan which is situated 

-immediately north of Awraman is Kurminji. 
6 Apart from the Avestan and Middle Persian verses built on the syllabic pattern, we have 

now examples of the Tajik poetry with verses of ten syllables, but based on a tonic pattern: 
see A. N. Boldirev, in Trudi Tajik. bazi, iii, 1936, 59-73. [I understand that Dr. Henning has 
now come to the conclusion that older Iranian poetry is tonic and not merely syllabic. After 
all, I should also admit that in Gurani poetry tonic stress appears as important as the number 
of syllables.] 
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THE GURAN 

only the second half of the hemistich, as if to announce the rhyme and subject. 
This practice is common in all the Giirani poems, lyric, epic, or religious. 

The plan of the poem is very clear: Ahmad-khan repairs to the tomb of his 
wife (verses 1-3), and over it gives vent to his sorrow (v. 4-19). He is full of 

anxiety for his beloved lying in darkness and cold (v. 20-4). He remembers 
her hair, her gazelle eyes. Why did she abandon him ? (v. 25-32). Silence. 

Why does she not respond ? Perhaps her love has ceased'? (v. 33-9). Then 
a voice is heard: the tomb prevents its captive from replying; the lover's 
lament is of no avail against destiny (v. 40-9). There is no escape from it; the 
lover will take his place by the beloved (v. 50-2). Maybe! but Ahmad till his 

dying hour will go on mourning his beauty (v. 53). 
Several images of the elegy belong to current Islamic stock. The name of 

the departed wife, Leyla, suggests to the bereaved poet the attitude of Majnn n; 
he burns on the fire of separation as a Phoenix (qaqnas, *qaqnus)1; he calls 
his beloved " a walking cypress ", etc.2 But apart from these external embellish- 
ments he moves freely in the liberal frame of Girani poetry. 

The spectacle of death loosens the fetters of tradition even of the classical 
Persian poets. The subject is worth a special investigation, but it will be 

enough to remember some better known examples to set off the originality of 
the modest poet of Komasi. 

In the strophes dedicated to the memory of his son the slightly rationalizing 
Firdausi imagines him as having reached Light, there to prepare a place for 
the father. With his epic serenity Firdausi prays God to forgive the sins of 
the youth and to clothe him with the cuirass of Reason. 

Khaqani, son of a Christian mother, dedicated three poems to his departed 
wife. One of them is long and cold, but the remaining two are simple and 
affectionate. To prolong the days of his dying wife, he says: Should my days 
be burdened with solicitude for thee, let me not consider solicitude for thee 

heavy." In the other poem he mourns his " faithful companion (vafd-parvard 
ydr) ", the trusted keeper of his secret thoughts. The poet's biographer rightly 
says: "la douleur lui fait 6ublier son erudition." 3 This could not be said of 
another long poem on the death of KhaqanI's child. Nothing is more pathetic 
than the contrast between genuine despair which pervades it and the crust of 

pedantic learning through which it filters.4 
The lament of Amir Khusrau Dihlavi for his mother is moderated by the 

I wonder whether the mysterious ,j_; is not a mere misspelling of _, *finis ? Thus 
the name of Alexander's father in Arabic is Faylaqus for *Filifis, Philippos. 

2 Khurshid-efendi, Russ. transl. p. 148, writes in his chapter on Zohab: " Among the 
desert Arabs very few can read, whereas among the Kurds many are acquainted with letters 
and know the stories of Farhad and Shirin, Rustam and Bahram Gir." On Leyla and 
Majniin, see above, epics No. 2. 

3 N. Khanikof, " Memoire sur Khiacni," in Jour. As., August, 1864, pp. 185-190; cf. 
Khaqani, Kulliydt, ed. Tehran, 1316/1937, pp. 808 and 311-12. Cf. also Salemann, Chetvero- 
stishiya Khdqdnf, 1875, pp. 18-19. 

4 Khaqani, Kulliyat, ed. Tehran, 1316/1937, p. 163. 
VOL. XI. PART 1. 7 
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98 ~~~~~V. MINORSKY- 

nature of the subject. The sorrow is tempered by resignation, and the reproaches 
of fate are familiar and rhetorical.' 

A quatrain of Hi1fl Z,2 which is both a " spring-poem " (bahuiriya) and an 
elegy (marthiya), is unique in its harmony.of deep feeling and mature art. 
Quite naturally my old teacher, F. E. Korsh (1843-1915), tried to render it i 
Greek -verse. 

'Ea-r.-qKEV LE'v E'ap- ea'AAE& 8"LaKaU vapKc&aaos, 

'H8' Ao'8ov- en) 8&' ~&t T'dITTE /.LEVE&S. vITO -s 

E'tap&vq5i (W'S- O/.Lfpqo coW 'TEOV, C'i #&Ae, r 'pfiov 
'A pacw SaKcpvXEwOV 3qp' C'V VITrEK7TPOOaCVE7,!. 

After these examples it will be easier to value the artless dirge from Zagros. 
The poet's feelings are simple but strong. No artifice of mysticism or theology 
obscures them. Like a pagan living in direct communion with nature Ah?mad 
Khiin feels the cold of Leyla's " narrow dwelling ".It is vain to force the gate 
of the Inevitable, but the sorrow of the loss burns like a wound of which the 
poet speaks with the realism of a warrior. And the poem ends on the cry 
of no submission, no resignation! 

The poem is very popular throughout Kurdistan. Benedictsen -3 took down 
the three opening verses in Avriimin. A truncated version of the poem was 
reproduced in a Kurdish anthology printed in Stambul.4 The complete text' 
was lithographed in Tehran by Dr. Sa'id-khiin, who added special signs for the 
special retroflex t (tarn with a hook) and the strong r (r with a tashd-id). The 
specimen annexed has been photographed from his hand-written copy. 

1. ...Gjtkoy tdzey Leyl Arfz im wdt setr gitkoy tizey Leyl 
Nd pdyey rndzdir ou Leyle pir meyl Jd d78dm wdrein 4sr,-ndn &izn seyl 

66Mwd sdiTrndgi wet detdy 5 pjr joug Sdainge rndzcirdt gjrtim wdt bdwig 
Wtitm : dty djtso5z, Qady8e bufg-wdt- Mobdrdtkit b( ydney bidi 6(31 

k5t 
5. Sadr Ih3r-ddir ndt xdk, s5te xa4ra7rnwn Min Mdijniine to-rn, wdy-t&r p'yrn dmdn 

K(36e bi-w&d8et kar-i ~pilm kdrdedn B&-zrimrr jet gyadn rdzim bet-rnrddtn 
Gjrrety ndre 'egq dfiir, bdtWy to Kdi-i p'lm kchrddtn, no" nedmeire no" 
Waxtetn (5iin Qaqneds betban wet zoxal ?&dS 6( ba-gdrdim zaldn ydt 8"aMdl 
Yet h bet-winey Qadyse lo i-we-kvd6t Tan b5 wet-xoretk wa'higiydtne 63t 

10. Sougednd bo" xetten firiizey xos-radng Bou dedstey zjlfetn pet.&V3yey pety 8adfig 
Jou setw& gdirddgevawrxe pnr setdir Min-o-to wdt jour Ji-yd ktdrd jet'a Mem 
To bdrdan wdt-xik siyety taflge tetr Min rnem pi'&y etzer jdtfety r6zegetr 

1E. G. Browne, LHP., iii, 109. 
2 Its genuineness; is still suspect. 
3 Published by A. Christensen, Lea dialectes d'Awrom&'m et de Pclwd, Det Kgl. Danske Viden- 

skabemnes Seiskab, Hist.-filolb Medd., vi/2, 1921, p. 112. 
'1Amjuman-i adabiydt-i kurd, edited by Colonel Amin-Fay4li of Su1MmEni, Stambul, 1339/1920, 

pp. 105-9: twenty-six verses of the elegy. The editor explains that the language is " the Kurdish 
of Iran. The reading is difficult (n&khwandvdr), but the author had much power in representing 
life " 

5 But see verses 16, 86, 43. 
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V. MINORSKY- 

Hdr ro cu n Mdjnun xatir ja xdm 
kayl 

Xdman padaran rafege ra-man 
15. Sapdy xam bdytor hujium awdrdan 

Zdmdtane sdxt dy dfldy pir es 
SoU' kdyldn zuxciU wd lay jemai 
Yanma weranan dardim dvewiyan 
Sawdin zdri-w-in, ra'dn .r o5 man 

20. " Hate-to cesan, say wdfaddrdn 
N'ou saray tarik pir xouf-u xatar 
Cetor mawyard c6un-dn qararrt ? 
Na sdrdz hawdy sdrde siyd-sadg 
Ja bati bahiiy Qdyse xdmzndt 

25. Dadxm Ou dix-an, Leyle xdtir-tang, 
W cdange ciil-cang to td-td-t mdakrd 
Ou daSdy mdxmur dhii-bze to 
Isa nd gardes cadrxe nml;-rang 
Sd pvy es s6may dSdam tir ndbo 

30. To xdarke qdbr siyay sdrddan 
Min tanya c6un Qdys leway xdm- 

xtat xdtit 
Wal-hasil harcand .sin-o-zarnm kdrd 
Na juwdw dd pvem, na zarray ddng 

kdrd 
Ddysan ham ja nou wdtam: Ay 

dit-soz 
35. Yapvy e meyics ldm j-ldt kdm bi-dn 

Min way dtity xar be-qardrdwa 
Ham na sdrnndt zar-zdr mdndat 
To hM6 nit wd qdyd be-qararzr min 
Nimda8y juwdw, nuxtay xdt begdrd 

40. Dim, sadSye ndrm ja toy xdkdwd 
Amd wd gosadm cn hdrdd-jaran 
Sougand ba waheS farde be-hamtd 

Ray juwdw nz-an, dit be-qrrardn 
Ja ta'stre xak hdwdy sdrd saing 

45. Xdne xak boutor mdhbsdam kdrddn 
Bate, har cand skn zart makadr 
Fa'iads nm-dn su8 naddra p2yet 
Pvey ces ty dinyi xeyll be-wdfan 
Kas ja qdyde dam mdkrid narastdn 

50. Ja dwwdt dinyd td wa roy mnahar 
Har kds dit i s bo way dinyay be-po 
Hdr Cand parew min to al-wdadtan 
Ahmad pdrew koA6 ay jamTn-jdmdn 

Hdr: "Leyl, Leyle-min," na hdrday 
Dujdyl 

Odanw jafd-w-jour ddyim sou3dman 

Qafetey fdmim bd tardj bardan 
OCn jay mdtrdn-gaz zuxdu mday les 

Kafir bdza'is mayo [sic] pvYemaS 
Cuin dhuy tdnyd sdr lem sewiyan 
Yak jar waswdsey tdnyda'-to man 
KZ-dn hdmrazdt sdba-w-ewaran 
Madardt cin-an, Leyle naz-pdrwdr 
Ki-an hda-.rdfeq leyl-o-ndhdrdt ? 
Oet&r-dn xdatn fTruzey-was rang ? 
Kam sdnge siya han ji bdtndat ? 
Ou dissey zilfdn pidawyay pay sang. 
Isd pasiewn cuin rdyhane hard 
O0 Qayse qdtrin sdrr-dngeze to 

Be-rounaq b-dn cn n ndqs ruye sang 
Zendag'i ji lam. zarUr"mr ndbo ? 
Tdmdma hdsrdtan nd dit bdrddn; 
Zendd mdagton nd riy sdr bisat." 

Na piay qdbre Leyl be-qararnm kard 
Yak jar bitesam nd gdrdein wiydrd 

Haklme ddrman ddrde Mdjnin-doz 

Mdr adhde warmn ja yacdt sT-dn ? 

Way jamay siydy ydxa-pradwa 
Xaki yanay no"t wd 6cm mdmiatui 
Jd dl-wdady saxt stn-o-zar7 min 
Ma'liimdn ja lit meyldm b7-dn sard 
J'ou ydndy tiazy hdsrdtnadkdw 
Witas' : "Hay, Mdjnun, wtee kosaran 
Be-wdSd kdrddn m in jd to jiyd 
Freyk sang-u-xak wd jasam bardn 

.Ray juwdw nm-dn, cn7t kdra ddng 
Ndzdrane wem ja yiidm bdrdan 
Har 6and sdr wd sang siya madSdr 
Bi?o, zarl kdr pdrew bdxte wet 
Ji tdnxwdy wafds ddyem hdr jdf n 

Yak-yak wd zdnfir dyyiar bdstdn 
Hec kis ji ddmas bir nd-9i-n wd bar 
Axir siarnjim rdnjd-ro mibo 

Ax,r sardnjam dy jdag jatan." 
Restdxez kdri td marge samn ! 
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Here is the translation intended to facilitate the understanding of each 
word of the original:- 

1. ... " The fresh mound of Leyla! 
To-day I went near the fresh mound of Leyla. 
At the foot of the tomb of the graceful Leyla, 
Like a torrent, tears showered from my eyes. 
I repaired to her bedside and with my heart surging 
Seized with my hands her tumular stone. 
I said: o thou who settest the heart on fire, lo, before you is the Qays 1 

clad-in-rags. 
Blessed be thy house in the dreary waste! 

5. Raise thy head from the earth, o stately cypress. 
I am your Majnin; this is what has befallen me. 
Your untimely departure has afflicted me so much 
That I no more care for my soul, am ready to die. 
The leaping fire of my love and the separation from your shapely form 
Have affected me, o sweet basil just unfurled, so 
That at times, like a Phoenix, I turn to glowing coal. 
May the North wind and the West wind 2 play with my dust. 
Or rather, like unto the Qays clad-in-rags, 
May my body fall a prey to the wild beasts of the desert. 

10. By those moles, like to turquoises of perfect colour! 
By the crown of the tresses now lying dishevelled under the stone! 
This is how the rotation of the crafty wheel of the heaven 
Has violently separated us, me from thee. 
It took you into the black earth, tight and sombre, 
While I have remained exposed to the outrages of Destiny. 
Every day, like Majnin, overwhelmed by sorrow 
In the stony waste of the Tigris, I repeat: o Leyla, o Leyla mine! 
Sorrows and sufferings are my travelling companions. 
Worries oppress me continuously. 

15. Thus has the army of troubles assailed me 
And has looted the caravan of my thoughts! 
The heavy cares of my aching heart 
Are like snake-bites suppurating. 
At night my bedside is stained with gore; 
Even an infidel would pity me. 
My house is deserted, my pain is next to folly; 
As of a stray gazelle my thoughts are confused. 
At night-tears and mourning; at day-my wailing. 
And suddenly, anxiety seizes me for your solitude. 

20. How art thou, o queen of the faithful ? 
Who is thy confidant in the morn and evening ? 
In that dark abode full of dismay and danger, 
How dost thou feel, o graceful Leyla ? 
How dost thou fare, art thou tranquil ? 
Day and night, who is thy companion ? 
In the cold of the black stone 

1 I.e. Majnin. 2 Zaldn (?). 
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V. MINORSKY- 

What has become of thy turquoise-like moles ? 
Instead of the arms of thy disconsolate Qays 
What black stone serves thee for pillow ? 

25. My pain, o sorrowful Leyla, is (for) 
That cluster of curls which lie scattered under the stone. 
I used to comb them one by one with a forty-toothed comb, 
And now they are dispersed like basils on the rock. 
Your languid eye which made one forget the gazelles,' 
That pitch-dark " Qays " of yours 2 sowing misfortune, 
Now through the rotation of the azure wheel 
Has lost its splendour, like a picture on water. 
Why does not the sight of my eyes become obscured, 
Why does not this life quit me to go to perdition. 

30. Thou, imprisoned by the dark, black tomb, 
Hast carried away thy heart's worries; 
But I, lonely like the mad Qays, clad-in-sorrow,3 
I wander still alive on the face of the earth, 
And at last, however much I have wailed, 
I have fainted at the foot of Leyla's tomb. 
She has not responded with a single word to me 
(Although) my flame suddenly soared beyond the sky. 
Again and again I said: 'o burner of hearts, 
O physician with a remedy for Majnun's ailment! 

35. Why have my desires weighed so little with you ? 
Have the vows of yore gone from your memory ? 
And again with this vile heart of mine, 
Again in this black garment, I am fainting with torn collar. 
Here at thy bedside I am weeping bitterly 
Rubbing my eyes on the dust of thy new dwelling. 
Thou heedest not my anxiety, 
My painful farewell and laments. 
Thou givest me no answer, o dot of a flawless mole! 
It is clear, thou hast grown indifferent to my love.' 

40. But lo, a sweet voice coming from the folds of the earth, 
From the new abode full of woes! 
It reached my ear, as it used to 
Saying: ' o Majnun, gone astray in the mountains, 
I swear by the One, the Unique, the Peerless, 
Prematurely has He separated me from thee. 
The way of response is barred, and the heart is fainting. 
Stones and earth weigh heavily on my body. 
It is this earth and the cold underneath the stone 
That have barred the way of answer, for me to call you. 

45. The house of earth has so enthralled me 
That it has taken from memory my own dear ones. 
No, however much thou criest and lamentest, 
In striking thy head on the black stone, 

1 Ah.-bez from bextan " debilem facere ". 
2 Here the symbol of Majnun stand for "darkness " 
3 Xalat stands for xal'at. 
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THE GURAN 

It is no use and has no profit for you. 
Go, weep over your ill-luck. 
Why is this world so inconstant ? 
Instead of faithfulness, it ever metes out injustice 
No one has escaped from the snare of its wiles, 
One by one, it fetters men with the chain of its craftiness. 

50. From the beginning of the world till the Day of Resurrection, 
No one has escaped from its snare. 
Whoever rejoices at the weftless 1 (fabric of this) world 
In the end has to suffer and to wail. 
In vain you say farewell to me, 
In the end, this place will be yours (as well).' 

53. O Ahmad, for the departure of the queen of (the beauties) whose forehead 
shines like a mirror, 

Thou shouldst agonize till thy mortal end." 

ADDITIONS 

To p. 79, point (d). Dr. W. Henning has drawn my attention to Marquart, 
A Catalogue of the provincial capitals of Eranshahr, 1931, p. 31, where Nor- 
Shirakan is explained as a contraction of *Not-Artashirakan, with reference 
to Tabari, i, 820 and Ibn Khurdadhbih, 17. This weakens my argument; but 
is not the Sasanian form only a kind of " popular etymology " of an older term ? 

To p. 80, 1. 6. The title " Gfurn-shah " occurs in the remarkable list of 

Kay-Khusrau's auxiliaries arrayed against Afrasiyab; see Shah-ndma, ed. 
Mohl, iv, 16, ed. Tehran 1314/1935, v, 1279: 

v'az-u durtar Arash-i razm-zan, 
chu Giuran-shah an gurd-i lashkar-shikan. 

To p. 81, 1. 25. The true reading must be Mastakdn. There is a village of 
this name in Bradost (west of Urmia). 

To p. 84. Riawst should probably be restored as *rfstd " district ". 
1 Meaning: frail. 
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